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THE STORY
Ellie Spring is a pink, goth fairy. She’s got a sweet, soft tone, with an 
edgy bite. With every song she brings you to terms with your lo-fi, 
melancholy daydreams. A young spirit, a gamer girl and a bubbly 
cartoon princess, Ellie makes music that’s got soft melodies and 
eclectic instrumentation. Each song is a little episode of emotion, a 
snapshot of college drama, and relatable adolescence.



TIMELINE
MAY JUNE JULY

● Manga Artist for 
Cover Art Secrets

● Secrets Release
● Still Isolated Fest - 

post video
● Creating Gaming 

Community
● Post more videos of 

self performing
● Makeup Anime 

Videos 2

● EP RELEASE
● More MakeUp 

Videos
● Keyboard 

Stickers?
● Makeup Anime 

Videos 2
● Gaming 

Community 
Release Party

● Make-Up 
Anime Videos 2

● Manga Artist 
for Cover Art 
for rest of EP

● Gaming 
Community 

*Work on Music 
Video Plan* 

Plan to shoot 
In September, 

Release in 
October



THE PROJECT
EP 4 Tracks:

-I h8 cupid-

-Secrets-

-Without you-

-Priority-

LINK 1
LINK 2

https://soundcloud.com/ellie-spring/sets/demos/s-lORadsQYes4
https://soundcloud.com/ellie-spring/priority-demo-1/s-LSFNeY5nibr


VERTICALS

Gamer Girl Fairy Professional 
Spunk Artist

Pink Lady Goth Barbie Hopeless Anime 
Romantic

Whimsical, 
playful, and 
competitive. 

A Creative Soul. 

Artistic, Bold, 
and Unafraid of 

what others 
think of her.

Determined, 
community 
driven, and 

known for her 
ability to 

stand out in a 
crowd--a 

showstopper.

Edgy, but 
sweet. Hot, 
cute, and 

fiery.

Always 
believing in 

love, having a 
few 

heartbreaks, 
but coming 

back 
stronger, and 
more in love.



MARKETING IDEAS
TikTok

● Create a sort of Priority 
List video where you are 
lip synching to your song 
and checking off things 
and then checking off “put 
me first”.

● Anime TikTok MakeUp 
Covers

● Themed Nails
● A mirror themed TikTok 

where you do a reflection 
of yourself and then 
reveal a secret of sorts?

● TikTok Live Music Video + 
Posts

● Hair Dye challenge -> spin 
the wheel and that’s her 
hair color for the month or 
fans get to vote on it

● Cosplay challenge

Instagram

● Create a manga story 
for your feed (post in 3’s) 
for each track as they 
roll out

● Music Video + Teasers
● Fan art 
● Fashion posts or a makeup 

look to go with each track
● Performance videos 

(especially still isolated 
fest)

● Covers of songs (definitely 
use more videos)

● Partnering with a brand 
(like Orly) to create your 
own set of nail polish 
colors that are named 
after each track.

Twitch

● Keyboard Stickers or 
Mouse Pads

● Stream Music Video
● Creating your own 

gamer/creative girl 
community that you 
could call the “Secret 
Circle” or “Cupid Girls” or 
something else that 
does feel more on brand 
with you, but I think this 
would be amazing--then 
maybe possibly growing 
this on Clubhouse too 
into a weekly club to 
chat all things gaming 
and creativity.

● ^^This can lead to 
release parties and 
streaming sessions on 
these platforms.

YouTube

● Anime Makeup 
Tutorials

● Cover song 
performances

● Performance 
videos (especially 
still isolated fest)



PROJECT TITLE IDEAS
● Secrets
● Confessions
● Get It Off My Chest/Need to Get It Off My Chest
● Thoughts/Reflections



COVER ART IDEAS



ARTISTS BY INFLUENCE
● Doja Cat
● Ariana Grande
● CRAY
● Olivia O’Brien
● Tove Lo
● Rina Sawayama
● Audrey Nuna
● Au/Ra
● Charli XCX



SOCIAL MEDIA AUDIT

Instagram - 2,743 Followers

TikTok - 5,258 Followers

YouTube - 304 Subscribers

Twitch - 26 Followers

https://www.instagram.com/ellierigbyspring/
https://www.tiktok.com/@hahaharipme?source=h5_m&is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v2
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD5Xzv5qYSw_eUcTMR5fQ-g/featured
https://www.twitch.tv/babyellie24


ACTION PLAN
● More videos of you performing or recording your music.
● More videos of your twitch streams on IG and TikTok.
● Try to get more involved with the music community in Boston and 

in general, Berklee, Northeastern, MIT, Harvard, BC, etc. try 
re-posting/posting, sharing, and collaborating with artists and 
creatives, work with organizations on campus.

● But otherwise IG looks amazing.
● Try to include more activity on TikTok that may involve your 

awesome fits + your music in the background.



BRAND



TYPOGRAPHY & 
COLORS



LOGO IDEAS

Maybe something between a game controller and a butterfly could be 
a really cool logo!



MOOD BOARD



MOOD BOARD



MERCH IDEAS
● Compact Mirror
● Mousepad or Keyboard Stickers
● Stickers
● Kaleidoscope
● Notebook / Diary



MUSIC VIDEO TREATMENT/TRAILER FOR EP
● We could direct a music video for you and put together a treatment.
● Secrets or Priority
● Scenes shot in dorm room (relatable because in college) 
● Journaling and gaming with him in the room, then without him in the 

room
● Using mirrors & reflections to signify when he’s there and when he’s not
● Dreamy colors & atmosphere
● Glittery makeup
● Hair like Doja
● Final scene is her looking in the mirror at herself, writing in lipstick 

“priority” or “secrets” then putting her journal next to her mirror with a 
lock.

● Replicate the cover arts -- use for canvases 
● Jules - makeup 
● Videographers -AM Music Group / DKA
● Guy friend for “ken” role
● Will serve as canvases for each track on spotify



STORYBOARD
Scene 1:
Style: Movie Intro: Title & Name
Scene: Barbie House
Music: Intro Instrumental
 --
Shot: Zoom into Barbie house 
window, into room, which is 
Ellie’s Dorm Room (pink, neon 
lights, gamer chair, clothes 
and make-up everywhere.

Scene 2:
Style: Gen Z, Dreamy, Colorful
Scene: In dorm room, Ellie 
singing and doing makeup in 
the mirror
Music: First Verse
 --
Shot: Start from side profile, 
cut to over the shoulder 
filming Ellie’s reflection, cut to 
front view, then back to mirror 
reflection (puckers lips)

Then Journaling about it

Scene 3:
Style: Barbie, Dreamy (light 
exposure)
Scene: In dorm room, Ellie’s man 
(Ken) opens door and walks in and 
they jump onto the bed together to 
watch netflix on her laptop (with 
stickers on her laptop)
Music: Chorus
 --
Shot: Front view, her in his arms, he’s 
not seen, she’s singing to the 
camera and to him, room is vibrant, 
then TikTok trend, flipping camera, 
and she’s alone in bed watching 
netflix in the dark, neon lights on, 
and she’s notably sad.

Then Journaling about it



STORYBOARD
Scene 4:
Style: Barbie Dreamy
Scene: Dorm room, colorful, 
gaming with Ken
Music: Verse 2
 --
Shot: Zoom in 180 around Ellie 
and him (only his body and 
hands seen), she’s smiling 
singing, then camera flip and in 
the dark alone, cut to screen of 
her playing dying losing a life, 
and her sulking back in her bed, 
upset

Then Journaling about it

Scene 5:
Style: Barbie Dreamy
Scene: Dorm room, Ken walks in 
with valentine’s gift and cupid 
arrow in both their hands
Music: Chorus
 --
Shot: Side profile, 45 degree 
angle him giving her the vday 
gift, then camera flipping to her 
in the dark walking to mirror and 
writing in lipstick I h8 cupid (over 
the shoulder shot); singing into 
mirror. camera lingers on mirror 
and watches her reflection show 
up as she breaks the cupid 
arrow.

Then Journaling about it

Scene 6:
Style: Barbie Dreamy
Scene: 808 gallery at BU, her 
walking by the building holding 
his hand singing 
Music: Bridge
 --
Shot: Behind shot at 45 degree 
angle to capture them walking 
but also her reflection, and then 
camera flip to her reflection 
walking other direction where we 
can see her keychain that says 
“without you” and her looking 
sad.

Then Journaling about it



STORYBOARD
Scene 7:
Style: Barbie, Dreamy
Scene: Dorm room, Ellie writing 
emails to Ken with emojis and I 
love you
Music: Outro
 --
Shot: capture ellie smiling over 
the laptop, then go over the 
shoulder to see as she writes 
these emails, then camera flip to 
her alone, not totally dark like 
the other scenes of her writing 
an email to “Self” with the subject 
line “priority” and writing a pros 
cons list

Scene 8:
Style: Montage, Barbie, Dreamy, 
Flashbacks
Scene: All the scenes together in 
replay
Music: Outro
 --
Shot: Dark room, fast, paced cuts, of 
ellie sitting in her room having all of 
these flashbacks of the dark and 
alone scenes and revolving around 
her in 360, then ending with the 
instrumental, sitting on her bed with 
her journal, smiling, happy, relieved 
room colorful, closes the book shot 
of her hand closing the book with 
the titling secrets, then camera 
zooms out from her, out of room, 
and out of the dollhouse, and her 
picking up the dollhouse and 
putting it away.

Scene 9:
Rolling ending Credits with 
intro/outro instrumental
In empty dorm room, and 

shots of her secrets laptop, 
the i h8 cupid mirror, the 

without you keychain, and 
the priority email



TIMELINE FOR MUSIC VIDEO
● End of August to Shoot Scenes with Barbie House
● End of August/Beginning September to Shoot Dorm Room 

Scenes
● End of September Music Video Ready/Beginning October



CREDITS
Cast: 

Ellie Spring as Ellie

 …. as Guy (Ken)

Props needed: 

“without you” Keychain, Lipstick, Cupid 
Arrow, Mirror, “Secrets” Stickers, 
Laptop, Neon Lights, Barbie House

Makeup Artist:

Jules 

Stylist:

Neelu & Sherif - Channel Sounds

Videographers & Editors: 

Reagan Sanborn

& ……?

Photographer/Graphic Designer:

Arden Grant - Channel Sounds

Creative Director:

Channel Sounds 

Story Creator:
Neelu Mohaghegh



THE FINAL COVER ART 
RESULTS



“Secrets”
Design by: Warnakomiks

CONCEPT: 
create a scene where we are seeing 
everything from the reflection of a 
mirror, like the examples in the next 
slide, and we see her sitting in her 
bed watching anime on her laptop 
(she is in her college dorm room) 
and she’s holding this guy’s hand 
who we can’t see because the 
mirror doesn’t capture him. Like he 
is a secret.

https://www.fiverr.com/warnakomiks?source=order_page_user_message_link


“I h8 cupid”
Design by: Warnakomiks

CONCEPT:
the same girl in her bedroom and 
she's breaking a cupid arrow and on 
her mirror in the background 
written in lipstick it says "i h8 cupid".

https://www.fiverr.com/warnakomiks?source=order_page_user_message_link


“without you”
Design by: Warnakomiks

CONCEPT: the same girl with her 
backpack on walking with her head 
down, looking sad, and she's walking 
by a glass building and the in the 
glass is a reflection and in it she's 
reaching out for a guy's hand (you 
can't see the guy, but you can see his 
hand in the mirror, but he's walking 
away).

https://www.fiverr.com/warnakomiks?source=order_page_user_message_link


“priority”
Design by: Warnakomiks

CONCEPT: the same girl writing an 
email to herself writing a pros and 
cons list, so an image of her hands 
on the computer typing and email. 
and in the email the send to section 
says "self" and in the subject line of 
the email it says the name of the 
song "priority".

https://www.fiverr.com/warnakomiks?source=order_page_user_message_link


THANK YOU
Contact:

neelu@channelsounds.com
sherif@channelsounds.com

mailto:Neelu@channelsounds.com
mailto:sherif@channelsounds.com


NOTES FROM ELLIE
● Self-editing photos.
● What works really well is connecting with the 

anime/gaming community on social media--wants to get 
more involved with the community. 

● What isn't working well is TikTok/social media posts being 
hit or miss--need more PR/official forms of rollout.

● The worst way I think I can be portrayed is unauthentic or 
that my music is bad.

● Goal is to release one single maybe a month before the EP
● Secrets as the first song.



ELLIE’S NOTES OF SONGS
● Secrets was originally titled “Teleport”. It's about wanting to be where the love of your life is. It 

doesn't really matter where, as long as you are together and it doesn't matter how much it will cost 
to be together because the time is worth it. I wrote it when I was away from my boyfriend for an 
extended period of time and was really missing him. 

● Without You describes that little voice in the back of my head that is always like "oh they are 
gonna lose interest in you eventually", even though I know practically that will not happen. I 
describe in the song how it happened to me in past toxic relationships and how now I fear it will 
always happen again and that I don't know what I would do if that happened to me again. 

● I h8 Cupid is specifically describing a past relationship where that exact scenario happened, 
where I had a super shitty boyfriend that never bought me anything or spent holidays with me, 
despite me giving him everything I possibly had (including what was in my wallet). I think the song 
is just me singing about how I really hated how blinded I was by "love" and that "cupid" really makes 
you do dumb things. 

● Priority is basically confirming how I knew I wasn't a priority to him or anyone I really dated until 
my newest relationship, and I would always let it happen in every relationship.



MARKETING IDEAS
TikTok

● Anime TikTok MakeUp 
Covers

● Nails
● Hair Dye challenge -> spin 

the wheel and that’s her 
hair color for the month or 
fans get to vote on it

Instagram

● Create a manga story 
for your feed (post in 3’s) 
for each track as they 
roll out

● Fashion posts or a makeup 
look to go with each track

● Performance videos 
(especially still isolated 
fest)

● Covers of songs (definitely 
use more videos)

● Partnering with a brand 
(like Orly) to create your 
own set of nail polish 
colors that are named 
after each track.

Twitch

● Keyboard Stickers or 
Mouse Pads

● Creating your own 
gamer/creative girl 
community that you 
could call the “Secret 
Circle” or “Cupid Girls” or 
something else that 
does feel more on brand 
with you, but I think this 
would be amazing--then 
maybe possibly growing 
this into a weekly club to 
chat all things gaming 
and creativity.

YouTube

● Anime Makeup 
Tutorials

● Cover song 
performances

● Performance 
videos (especially 
still isolated fest)



DISCORD 

#himynameis
#about
#rules or #manualguide
#merch
#announcements
#gamergirls
#releases
#anime
#favsongs
#creativework
#listeningparties
#clips (TikTok, music videos, etc)

List of Invitees



TikTok

Make up videos 

+ Adjustments
+



Manga Artist - FIVERR 

Protrekt



Instagram

● Create a manga story for your feed (post in 3’s) for each track as they roll out
○ https://www.fiverr.com/rizan_poetra/draw-a-comic-book-manga-or-cover-art-in-anime-style?context_referrer=search_gig

s&source=main_banner&ref_ctx_id=ff2cecf0686712098bb2e499c292ab12&pckg_id=1&pos=6&context_type=auto&funn
el=f90ba5b73f27ea189d946da49b99cb0b

○ https://www.fiverr.com/potrekt/make-a-pubmat-for-you?context_referrer=search_gigs&source=main_banner&ref_ctx_id=
ff2cecf0686712098bb2e499c292ab12&pckg_id=1&pos=41&context_type=auto&funnel=f90ba5b73f27ea189d946da49b
99cb0b

○

https://www.fiverr.com/rizan_poetra/draw-a-comic-book-manga-or-cover-art-in-anime-style?context_referrer=search_gigs&source=main_banner&ref_ctx_id=ff2cecf0686712098bb2e499c292ab12&pckg_id=1&pos=6&context_type=auto&funnel=f90ba5b73f27ea189d946da49b99cb0b
https://www.fiverr.com/rizan_poetra/draw-a-comic-book-manga-or-cover-art-in-anime-style?context_referrer=search_gigs&source=main_banner&ref_ctx_id=ff2cecf0686712098bb2e499c292ab12&pckg_id=1&pos=6&context_type=auto&funnel=f90ba5b73f27ea189d946da49b99cb0b
https://www.fiverr.com/rizan_poetra/draw-a-comic-book-manga-or-cover-art-in-anime-style?context_referrer=search_gigs&source=main_banner&ref_ctx_id=ff2cecf0686712098bb2e499c292ab12&pckg_id=1&pos=6&context_type=auto&funnel=f90ba5b73f27ea189d946da49b99cb0b
https://www.fiverr.com/potrekt/make-a-pubmat-for-you?context_referrer=search_gigs&source=main_banner&ref_ctx_id=ff2cecf0686712098bb2e499c292ab12&pckg_id=1&pos=41&context_type=auto&funnel=f90ba5b73f27ea189d946da49b99cb0b
https://www.fiverr.com/potrekt/make-a-pubmat-for-you?context_referrer=search_gigs&source=main_banner&ref_ctx_id=ff2cecf0686712098bb2e499c292ab12&pckg_id=1&pos=41&context_type=auto&funnel=f90ba5b73f27ea189d946da49b99cb0b
https://www.fiverr.com/potrekt/make-a-pubmat-for-you?context_referrer=search_gigs&source=main_banner&ref_ctx_id=ff2cecf0686712098bb2e499c292ab12&pckg_id=1&pos=41&context_type=auto&funnel=f90ba5b73f27ea189d946da49b99cb0b

